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Meet your SEND Coordinator!

Hi everyone,
My name is Miles Goodman and part of my role here at Brooke House is to be the SENDCO. What does SENDCO
stand for I hear you ask ? Or not maybe…

journal because sometimes you forget things. It might be you should not sit next to a window because you get
distracted easily. It might be that you find following a sequence difficult, remembering one step after the other. It
might be that you struggle with your eyesight, so reading a lot becomes challenging. It might be you can
concentrate better at the front of the class because it is less noisy there. You get the idea.

Your teacher can help. I can help. However small the problem may be, you can talk to us. Some students at BH
have had learning difficulties since they were small, which they know about and are trying to overcome. For others
it might be a new feeling, or something you have just started struggling with.

Talk to your teachers, or talk to me. Your teacher can talk to me. We can talk to other teachers, share ideas, what
works well, what doesn’t. Basically support each other. Believe me, it helps.

You can find me most of the time at the PK building. If I’m not there, ask Miss Julie or Miss Sally. They will let me
know you are there. Pop in, have a chat, even just to say hello. Or play table tennis.

Still reading ? Bravo. SENDCO stands for Special
Educational Needs and Disabilities Co-ordinator. It
basically means I try to assist any Brooke House
student who has a learning difficulty, or any teacher
who has a student with a learning difficulty in their
class.

A learning difficulty could be one of a thousand things.
Some may be difficult to overcome, and others just
with a simple measure. It might be extra time for
exams because it takes you longer to read or writing
large amounts makes your  hand hurt. It might be you
read better off coloured paper than white paper. It
might be you need to write down your homework in a 
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A full-time, 3 year elite football and academic programme for persons aged between18-
23 years
Programme of Excellence
First programme in the UK to combine football linked to a Pro football club with world
class education.
World class UEFA Pro Licence guest coaches will be scheduled to host training sessions;
delivering an international and British flavour to football.
Players have an excellent opportunity to be scouted.
Internship opportunities at CCFC.
Additional qualifications will be delivered by Loughborough in a range of different
areas within sport: coaching, first aid, physiotherapy etc.
Student/players will be prepared for a career in the world of sport.
BSc (Hons) – SPORT AND EXERCISE SCIENCE WITH MANAGEMENT
Awarded by Loughborough University
15 hours of study per week, per academic year for 3 years

Who is involved?  - Brooke House College, Coventry City Football Club (CCFC) 
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For more information visit:
https://www.brookehousecollege.co.uk/partnerships/vector-programme

The Vector Program 

THE VECTOR PROGRAMME IS A JOINT VENTURE PROJECT BETWEEN COVENTRY CITY
FOOTBALL CLUB AND BROOKE HOUSE COLLEGE.

https://www.brookehousecollege.co.uk/partnerships/vector-programme


 Miss Lyent Heng from the School Magazine Club
caught up with former Brooke House College student,
Romania Long…. and asked her to reflect on her
experience as a Brooke House graduate and to share
her experience at the University of Bath so far. This is
what she had to say:

What is your major and what influenced
your decision to attend your university?
 

 I am currently doing my first year of Civil Engineering
at the University of Bath and this University was my
first choice because of its reputation for teaching and
research; the curriculum also fits perfectly with what I
want to do in the future. It is also important to
mention that Bath is one of the most beautiful cities in
the UK.

How could you describe your experience at
Brooke House? Your boarding
accommodation?
 

 Initially it was a very nerve hard experience when I
first arrived at Brooke House, mainly because I was
halfway across the world from home all by myself. 
 However, stress and anxiety slowly disappeared
when I realised and experienced how welcoming and
comforting the environment of the school actually 
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In The Spotlight: Romania Long

was, especially hat the tutors and staff always did
their best to make sure we settled in quickly and
were taken care of well.

Do you feel there was a collaborative
environment with other students/teachers? 

 I do feel that there was a collaborative environment
and I would attribute this to the way we were treated,
in the classroom, around the house or school; we
were viewed as a community.

Tell us a bit about your university life
please.

 University is very different from anything that I was
used to, but in a positive way, from learning habits to
lifestyle and wellbeing. It is very eye-opening; I’ve
learnt a lot of useful skills and I believe some of those
can only be taught through experience and not from
books. It does get stressful sometimes from all the
course work and assignments, and I was really
struggling with this at first, but I slowly learned to
adapt and understood the flow of time management
and planning ahead, and the importance of staying
organized and on track. 

What advice would to give to last year
student to get ready for university? 

 My advice for student starting University would be to
have the right work to social life ratio. There are a lot
of opportunities and other extracurricular activities
that you will want to jump into once you get to
university, but also take time to enjoy your major and
the academic side of university. In contrast, stressing
too much about work can only have negative impact
on you; do as much and as best as you can, while
also having fun because the ‘Uni life’ won’t last
forever.

By: Lynet Heng
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Prize Giving & Graduation 

 On Friday the 27th of May, Brooke House College
held their annual Prize Giving and Graduation night
for 2022. The event was held in high esteem by the
organisers and did not disappoint in any aspect. The
students, who were selected for their hard work and
commitment during the school year, were awarded
for their respective achievements. Key speakers
included special guests Grieg Trout (Director of
Kindness at 52 Lives) speaking on his struggles being
a two-time cancer survivor, and Tim Fisher (chairman
of Coventry City Football Club) speaking on hardship
and Sacrifice. Two of our graduates, Rahul Kwatra
and Jackson Kirkconnel recounted the year in the
football academy. We also heard from our School
Principal Mr Ian Smith, our School Director Mr Giles
Williams, and a closing note from another graduate,
Snehit Swamy. Following the prize-giving event, the
college hosted a Summer Ball which included
multicultural food, an ice cream van, a DJ, and a
dance floor. It was a success, and every attendee
had a great night. To Greig and Tim, all the special
guests, staff, students, and all the families watching
the Livestream from all over the world, we are very
thankful for this entire year and looking forward to
what Brooke House College can achieve in the year
forthcoming.

By: Mac Hilson
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Students Of The Month

Teacher Of The Month

Lumar Safira Michael Shin Quang Minh Luyen  Kmar Guizani

Rosa Campagnolo Miles Goodman

Queen's Platinum Jubilee
On Saturday The 4th of June, the school came
together to commemorate The Queens Platinum
Jubilee, acknowledging 70 years of Queen
Elizabeth II Reign and service. Celebrations across
the country included many parties like The Big
Jubilee lunch and beacon lighting as well as
Trooping the Colour and Horse Guards Parade.
Brooke House College also celebrated with a large
BBQ and inflatable games on campus for all to
enjoy. The celebrations also happened to coincide
with Her Majesty’s 96th birthday.
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Around The School


